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HEALTH CONDITIONS OF THE ARAB POPULATION IN 
THE OCCUPIED ARAB TERRITORIES, INCLUDING PALESTINE 

The Thirty-fourth World Health Assembly, 

Mindful of the basic principle laid down in the WHO Constitution which provides that the 
health of all peoples is fundamental to the attainment of peace and security ； 

Aware of its responsibility for ensuring proper health conditions for all peoples who 
suffer from exceptional situations, including foreign occupation and especially settler 
colonialism; 

Bearing in mind that the WHO Constitution provides that "health is a state of complete 
physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity1•； 

Affirming the principle that the acquisition of territories by force is inadmissible and 
that any occupation of territories by force gravely affects the health, psychological, mental 
and physical conditions of the population under occupation and that this can be only rectified 
by the complete and immediate termination of the occupation； 

Considering that the States parties to the Geneva Convention of 12 August 1949 pledged, 
under Article One thereof, not only to respect the Convention but also to ensure their respect 
in all circumstances; 

Recalling the United Nations resolutions concerning the inalienable right of the 
Palestinian people to self-determination； 

Affirming the right of Arab refugees and displaced persons to return to their homes and 
properties from which they were forced to emigrate； 

Recalling all the previous WHO resolutions on this matter, especially resolution WHA26.56, 
dated 23 May 1973, and subsequent resolutions； 

Recalling resolution 1 (XXXVII), 
condemns Israel1 s violations of human 

1981, adopted by the Commission on Human Rights, which 
rights in occupied Arab territories, including Palestine ； 

Taking note of the report of the Special Committee of Experts； 

I 

REQUESTS the Director-General to increase collaboration and coordination with the 
Palestine Liberation Organization concerning necessary assistance to the Palestinian people ； 

II 

Having examined the annual report of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for 
Palestine Refugees in the Near East； 

Deeply concerned by the deterioration of the situation suffered by the Agency concerning 
its budget and the services provided, due to the repeated Israeli aggression : 



1. REQUESTS States to increase their contribution to enable the Agency to continue carrying 
out the tasks assigned to it; 

2. REQUESTS the Director-General to continue his collaboration with the United Nations 
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, by all possible means and 
to the extent necessary to ease the difficulties it is facing and increase the services it 
provides to the Palestinian people ； 

III 

1. EXPRESSES its deep concern at the poor health and psychological conditions suffered by 
the inhabitants of the occupied Arab territories, including Palestine, and condemns Israel1 s 
attempts to incorporate Arab health institutions into the occupation authorities1 institutions； 

2* CONDEMNS all acts undertaken by Israel to change the physical aspects, the geography, 
the institutional and legal status or context of the occupied Arab territories, including 
Palestine, and considers Israel1 s policy in settling part of its population and new settlers 
in the occupied territories a flagrant violation of the Geneva Convention Relative to the 
Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War and the relevant United Nations resolutions； 

3. CONDEMNS the establishment of Israeli settlements in the occupied Arab territories, 
including Palestine, and the illicit exploitation of natural wealth and resources of the Arab 
inhabitants in those territories, especially the confiscation of Arab water sources and their 
diversion for the purposes of occupation and settlement ； 

4. CONDEMNS the inhuman practices to which Arab prisoners and detainees are subject in 
Israeli prisons, resulting in the deterioration of their health, psychological and mental 
conditions, and causing death and permanent physical disability ； 

5. CONDEMNS Israel for its refusal to apply the Fourth Geneva Convention Relative to the 
Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949； 

6. CONDEMNS Israel for its refusal to implement World Health Assembly and other international 
organizations resolutions calling upon it to allow refugees and displaced persons to return 
to their homes ； 

7• CONDEMNS Israel for its arbitrary practices and its continuous shelling of Palestine 
refugee housing settlements in southern Lebanon which affects the physical, social and 
psychological hôalth conditions of the Arab inhabitants, and considers that its refusal to 
implement resolutions of the World Health Organization constitutes an explicit breach of the 
letter and spirit of the WHO Constitution； 

8. ENDORSES the opinion of the Special Committee of Experts that "the socioeconomic 
situation of a population and its state of health are closely related1] and that the 
sociopolitical situation existing in the occupied Arab territories including Palestine is 
favourable neither to the improvement of the state of health of the population concerned nor 
to the full development of services adapted to the promotion of human welfare ； 

9. CONDEMNS Israel for not allowing the Special Committee freedom to carry out its tasks 
according to World Health Assembly resolution WHA33.18, especially with respect to visiting 
prisoners ； 
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10. REQUESTS the Special Committee to continue its task with respect to all the implications 
of occupation and the policies of the occupying Israeli authorities and their various practices 
which adversely affect the health conditions of the Arab inhabitants in the occupied Arab 
territories including Palestine, and to submit a report to the Thirty-fifth World Health 
Assembly, bearing in mind all the provisions of this resolution, in coordination with the Arab 
States concerned and the Palestine Liberation Organization. 
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